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Abstract

The present article reports on an investigation of one child’s acquisition of

the multiple senses of the preposition with from 2;0–4;0. Two competing

claims regarding children’s early representation and subsequent acquisition

of with were investigated. The ‘‘multiple meanings’’ hypothesis predicts that

children form individual form-meaning pairings for with as separate lexical

entries. The ‘‘monosemy approach’’ (McKercher 2001) claims that chil-

dren apply a unitary meaning by abstracting core features early in acquisi-

tion. The child’s (‘‘Brian’’) speech and his input were coded according to

eight distinguishable senses of with. The results showed that Brian first ac-

quired the senses that were most frequent in the input (accompaniment, at-

tribute, and instrument). Less common senses took much longer to emerge.

A detailed analysis of the input showed that a variety of clues are available

that potentially enable the child to distinguish among high frequency senses.

The acquisition data suggested that the child initially applied a restricted

one-to-one form-meaning mapping for with, which is argued to reflect the

spatial properties of the preposition. On the basis of these results it is

argued that neither the monosemy nor the multiple meanings approach

can fully explain the data, but that the results are best explained by a com-

bination of word learning principles and children’s ability to categorize the

contextual properties of each sense’s use in the ambient language.

1. Introduction

Lexical ambiguity is a pervasive feature of natural languages. Whereas

classical approaches to meaning tended to downplay the issues surround-
ing lexical ambiguity (e.g., Katz 1972), the representation of ambiguous

forms has been a research focus in a number of fields, including com-

putational linguistics, psycholinguistics, and cognitive linguistics (see
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Cuyckens and Zawada 2001; Ravin and Leacock 2000). Ambiguity

comes in three forms: homonymy, polysemy, and vagueness. Whereas

cases of homonymy tend to be clear cut, the distinction between polysemy

and vagueness is less so.

Taylor (1995: 99) defines polysemy as ‘‘the association of two or more

related senses with a single linguistic form.’’ Take, for instance, the En-

glish verb find. In (1) the verb is used to mean ‘to come upon’, whereas
in (2) it is used in its experiential sense to mean ‘to perceive to be’. These

senses are clearly related; the sense in (2) appears to be a metaphoric ex-

tension of (1).

(1) The professor found the book under some papers.

(2) The professor found the paper to be poorly written.

A polysemous treatment of find argues that the two senses are partly dis-

tinct, such that they are both represented in the lexicon. For instance,

cognitive linguists argue for a network approach to the representation

of polysemous forms, where related meanings are connected, usually to

a core sense (e.g., Lako¤ 1987). Such treatments have been accused of

‘‘rampant polysemy’’ — the overproliferation of senses that do not corre-
spond to the distinctions made in the mind of the speaker (see Sandra and

Rice 1995). An alternative has been to suggest that ambiguous words are

represented in an underspecified form, and that senses are computed

largely on the basis of context. This is ambiguity due to vagueness, or

monosemy (see Tuggy 1993). The central claim of a monosemy approach

is that all senses are contextual elaborations of a single core sense. The

distinction between polysemy and monosemy is not clear cut (see Geer-

aerts 1993), but the issue is important because both are claims for rather
di¤erent representational principles.

The present article considers the acquisition of the multiple senses of

the ambiguous preposition of with. McKercher (2001) notes that the Ox-

ford English Dictionary (2nd edition) lists 40 senses for with, many of

which have multiple subsenses, resulting in over 100 potentially distin-

guishable senses of with. Consider sentences (3)–(6), which demonstrate

four di¤erent senses of with.

(3) I ate the pasta with a fork. (Instrument)

(4) I ate the pasta with Rufus. (Accompaniment)
(5) I ate the pasta with meatballs. (Attribute/Modifier)

(6) I ate the pasta with gusto. (Manner)

There has been some debate over whether or not with is polysemous. For

the most part, these arguments have concentrated on typological evidence
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(for arguments focusing in case syncretism, see Nilsen 1973; Lako¤ and

Johnson 1980; Keenan and Faltz 1985; Croft 1991; Stolz 1997). In this

article we contribute psycholinguistic evidence.

When acquiring language children must overcome what Clark (1993)

refers to as the ‘‘mapping problem’’: they must establish a mapping be-

tween the phonological and semantic structure of a lexical item. Multiple

one-to-many form-function mappings create a potential problem for the
child language learner. It is well established that, all things being equal,

children prefer to apply only one meaning to a lexical item. This is cer-

tainly true in the case of nouns (Clark 1993; for recent reviews, see Bloom

2000; Tomasello 2003). Research on children’s acquisition of homonyms

has shown that children as old as 3-and-a-half-years consistently refuse to

accept nondominant senses of homonyms in experimental settings, de-

spite possessing lexical entries for both senses of the homonym (Back-

scheider and Gelman 1995; Doherty 2000; Doherty and Perner 1998;
Peters and Zaidel 1980). Additionally, children do not acquire the full

range of senses of mental state verbs, which are inherently ambiguous,

until well into their primary school-age years (Booth and Hall 1995;

Schwanenflugel et al. 1996).

The acquisition of prepositions presents a particularly di‰cult version

of the mapping problem for the child language learner. Individual prepo-

sitions can potentially encode a wide range of semantic roles (e.g., Lako¤

1987; Sandra and Rice 1995; Tyler and Evans 2001, 2003). Furthermore,
since prepositions are function words, they lack the phonological salience

of content words such as noun and verbs, which potentially creates a seg-

mentation problem.

McKercher (2001) suggests two possible ways by which children

learn the multiple senses of with. The first he calls the ‘‘multiple

meanings’’ approach, which states that children assign di¤erent meanings

to with. That is, they store separate lexical entries for each sense; for

example, withACC, withINS, withATT, withMAN, and so on. This corre-
sponds to ‘‘ambiguity due to homonymy’’ (see Tuggy 1993). On this

approach, children would ultimately form links between these entries to

form a connected prepositional network. This approach is broadly consis-

tent with recent work on the early emergence of language from usage-

based perspectives, where it has been argued that children build up their

linguistic system around initially concrete lexical items that have simple

one-to-one form-function mappings (e.g., Lieven et al. 2003; Tomasello

2003).
McKercher’s second proposal is the ‘‘monosemy approach’’, which

suggests that children derive a core meaning from the multiple senses of

with. McKercher writes:
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Under this approach, children would need to notice the common properties of

what gets named in with-phrases in the speech directed to them. In this case, they

would learn one linguistic unit in which this general meaning is mapped to with

. . . the monosemous meaning of with might be HAVING . . . . (McKercher 2001:

97)

The monosemy approach suggests that the ambiguity of with reduces

to representational underspecification (or ‘‘vagueness’’ [see Tuggy 1993]).

McKercher’s (2001) suggestion is that children form an underspecified

representation of with that subsumes its multiple senses. Although the sta-

tus of monosemy as a general representational principle is debatable on

both theoretical (Cruse 1992) and empirical grounds (Sandra and Rice
1995; Klein and Murphy 2001), the di¤erent senses of with appear to con-

tain the core element of ‘having’. The key issue is whether this core mean-

ing is what is represented. The monosemy approach postulates a highly

active learner: children must extract common features from the di¤erent

uses of with, and abstract a monosemous sense over these di¤erent uses.

McKercher (2001) argues that the multiple meanings and the mono-

semy approaches make di¤erent predictions about children’s early use of

with. He suggests that the multiple meanings approach would predict that
children will acquire each separate sense of with on a di¤erent develop-

mental schedule; that is, they will acquire them item-by-item. In contrast,

McKercher suggests that the monosemy approach predicts that children

will use with to encode a range of senses from the beginning.1

Few researchers have investigated the acquisition of the multiple mean-

ings of with. Tomasello (1987) charted the acquisition of prepositions by

one child ‘‘T’’ throughout her second year. He showed that T first used

with to mark accompaniment at 20 months, which was followed by in-
strumentals some months later. T’s first use of with was preceded by a

stage where she omitted the preposition in obligatory contexts. In all

cases the omitted with would have expressed an instrumental role, as

shown in (7)–(9) (ages shown in brackets).2

(7) Open it keys. (1;6.25)

(8) Wash it paper towel. (1;7.30)

(9) Clean this paper towel. (1;8.1)

Tomasello suggested the omission of the instrumental could be explained

by a combination of the fact that with is plurifunctional (i.e., it marks

di¤erent semantic roles) and the fact that instruments can be marked
by other prepositions in English (e.g., using by). Since T also omitted

by in obligatory contexts at around the same age, this explanation ap-

pears viable. The combination of these factors could potentially lead

to uncertainty about the exact use of the item on behalf of the child. It is
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important to note that although T made at least nine omissions of instru-

mental with, she never made omissions of accompaniment with. Toma-

sello suggested that T’s acquisition of with was dependent on her input.

The evidence cited for this position was that accompaniment with was

modeled in much the same way as spatial prepositions that were acquired

very early (in – out, up – down, on – o¤, over – under) and on which T did

not make errors.
Since Tomasello’s (1987) data do not extend beyond 2;0, his study can

only suggest possible mechanisms by which children overcome the ambi-

guity of with. T only produced with to encode the accompaniment or in-

strumental roles, and since these senses were first used within months of

each other, both the multiple meanings or monosemy explanations could

explain the data. However, the di‰culty T experienced in expressing the

instrumental sense of with, compared to the relative ease in which the

accompaniment sense was acquired, suggests that were the monosemy
approach to be correct the process of extracting individual sense meaning,

let alone core meaning, is a nontrivial process.

McKercher (2001) aimed to test the competing predictions of each

approach by analyzing six children’s first twenty uses of with and the use

of with in their input. Using data from the CHILDES corpus (MacWhin-

ney 2000), he showed that children encoded a range of semantic roles in

their early speech, a finding that was argued to support the monosemy

approach. There are several arguments against this strong conclusion.
First, the children closely followed their input in their uses of with; a

strong positive correlation between children’s use of with and their input

was observed.3 Second, although the data were carefully sampled, most of

the children were recorded at intervals that (weekly, bi-, or tri-weekly)

suggest McKercher’s sample did not represent the children’s first uses

(although they are a certainly a sample of them). Finally, since the data

were not reported over developmental time, it is unclear which senses

were used when.
A feature of both Tomasello (1987) and McKercher (2001) is that they

did not report the linguistic contexts in which children used the di¤erent

senses of with. It is certainly the case that adults use di¤erent senses in dif-

ferent linguistic contexts, and that context a¤ects the construal of ambig-

uous words (e.g., Cruse 1986, 2000; Gibbs and Matlock 2001; Kishner

and Gibbs 1996, see also MacDonald and Shillcock 2001). This work

suggests that lexical items are not discrete entities, and that senses can be

distinguished on the basis of usage patterns (Taylor 2003). Since words
are rarely encountered in isolation, it is possible that children use con-

textual cues to acquire the multiple senses of with. This appears to be

a task at which children are fairly adept: they have been shown to use
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linguistic context to infer the meaning of both novel verbs (e.g.,

Fisher 1996; Naigles 1990) and nouns (e.g., Gelman and Taylor 1984).

It would appear that, were stable contextual patterns available for chil-

dren to infer di¤erent senses of an ambiguous word, then this would

relieve much of the potential problems lexical ambiguity could pose to

children.

In the current article we report evidence to suggest that this is the case.
We present the results from a longitudinal study of one child, ‘‘Brian,’’

who was intensely sampled from 2;0 to 3;2, and subsequently followed

until 5;0. We present analyses of both Brian’s uses of with and his mater-

nal input for this period. The density of the sampling ensured that we

could be sure that we were capturing (a) Brian’s first uses of with, and

(b) a representative sample of both his uses of with and the range of uses

of with in his input. We had two aims. Our first aim was to examine the

types of contextual information available to Brian in his maternal input
that would potentially enable him to distinguish between the multiple

senses of with. The second was to test both the multiple meanings and

monosemy approaches by examining Brain’s initial acquisition of the

multiple senses of with. To reiterate, the monosemy approach predicts

that Brian will use with to encode a range of senses from the beginning

of his productions, since he would be argued to have induced a unitary

basic sense. The multiple meanings approach predicts that Brian will ac-

quire each sense individually, such that each sense will emerge on its own
developmental schedule.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Brian and his mother are both monolingual speakers of English from the
Greater Manchester area, UK. Brian is an only child; during the study his

mother was his primary caregiver. Brian was recorded for approximately

one hour five days per week from age 2;0.12 to 3;1.30 (approximately 280

hours), and then five hours per month (five one hour sessions in one

week) thereafter until age 4;11.20 (approximately 110 hours). The densely

sampled portion of the data is estimated to have captured 8–10% of

Brian’s speech and his maternal input. Since we are concerned with

Brian’s first uses and subsequent acquisition of with, we are only report-
ing on analyses conducted from 2;0–4;0 (approximately 330 hours in

total), although we do report on his errors after 4;0. He was recorded in

a variety of settings in his home (e.g., play time, meal time). His mother
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was employed as a part time research assistant for the duration of the

study.

2.2. Transcription

A team of research assistants transcribed all the tapes into CHAT format
using the CLAN program (MacWhinney 2000). Each transcript was sub-

sequently linked to the sound file by a second transcriber. Any di¤erences

noted between the transcript and what the second transcriber could hear

on the sound file were referred to the research coordinator for adjudica-

tion. Finally, the transcripts were run through the MOR program and

any errors in morphemization corrected.

2.3. Procedure

All utterances containing with were extracted from the corpus for both

Brian and his mother. All of Brian’s with-phrases were coded according

to the coding scheme in Table 1. The first six months of his input were

coded. The coding scheme is a modified version of schemes used by

McKercher (2001) and Snedeker and Trueswell (2004). The examples are

taken from Brian’s own productions. Any repetitions, idiomatic, or fro-
zen phrases (i.e., phrases that were not productive) were removed from

the corpus before any analyses were conducted. Following Clark and

Carpenter (1989) and McKercher (2001), utterances containing play with

were put into a separate category, since its use was frequent and it cannot

be ruled out that this use patterns like a verb-particle construction.

The two authors each coded half of the target utterances produced by

Brian and his mother. Ten percent of Brian’s input sample was coded for

Table 1. Coding scheme

Sense Example

ATTRIBUTE ‘‘The one with the police car’’

NOMINAL ‘‘What’s the problem with your snake’’

INSTRUMENT ‘‘I will do it with the paintbrush’’

MANNER ‘‘The fireman comes with his sirens flashing’’

ACCOMPANIMENT ‘‘I will share it with you’’

CAUSE ‘‘I’m happy with my yellow one’’

TASK/REFERENCE ‘‘Get on with your dinner’’

OTHER ‘‘What will you do with it?’’
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reliability. Agreement was high (Cohen’s Kappa ¼ .954). For Brian’s

data, both authors checked each other’s coding and any discrepancies

were agreed upon on a case-by-case basis.

2.4. Analyses

Firstly, in order to ascertain the frequency of the di¤erent senses of with

used by Brian and his mother, an analysis of the overall distribution of

each semantic role with encodes was conducted. The three most frequent

senses, accompaniment (ACC), attribute (ATT), and instrument (INS),

were then subjected to two further analyses: (a) a construction-based

analysis, and (b) a semantic analysis of the verbs with which with co-

occurred. The rationale for conducting these additional analyses stemmed

from the pretheoretical observation that the construal of with depends
on the surrounding linguistic context. Gibbs and Matlock (2001), for

instance, have shown how di¤erent senses of the English verb make co-

occur with particular syntactic frames. Additionally, Kidd (2003) and

Snedeker and Trueswell (2004) have shown that verb semantics a¤ects

the construal of with in V-NP-PP sentence frames. We then present

Brian’s acquisition of each sense with reference to the constructions and

verbs with which he uses the preposition. Finally, Brian’s overregulariza-

tion errors of with are presented.

3. Results

Overall, there were 346 with-phrases in Brian’s sample and 3,513 with-

phrases in the input sample. One hundred and thirteen of Brian’s uses

of with were removed because they were either repetitions, idiomatic, or

frozen phrases. Brian produced very few with-phrases in the first three
months of recording. He first used with at age 2;1.6 (with Pooh bear), but

only produced two more tokens in the next two months. Since recording

began at 2;0.12, we can be relatively sure we captured his first use of with.

At age 2;4 he began to produce many more tokens.

The relative frequency of the di¤erent senses of with in both Brian’s

speech and his input is presented in Table 2.

Table 2 shows that the relative frequency of senses is very similar for

Brian and his mother, suggesting that input plays an important role in
the acquisition and subsequent use of with. A Spearman rank-order cor-

relation was significant (r ¼ :916, p ¼ :001). This is similar to results re-

ported by Clark and Carpenter (1989) and McKercher (2001).
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3.1. A construction-based analysis of Brian’s input

We conducted a construction-based analysis to investigate whether there

were any systematic di¤erences in the linguistic context within which the

most frequent senses of with occur. The three most frequent senses were

attribute, instrument, and accompaniment. For each of these senses the

first 250 tokens were extracted from the input corpus and were coded

for (i) construction type, and (ii) verb sense. Eighty-two percent of these
three senses occurred in one of three constructions: (NP)-V-NP-with-NP

(e.g., He wiped the table with the cloth) (50%), (NP)-V-with-NP (e.g.,

She’s sitting with us) (27%), and (NP)-with-NP (e.g., The bear with wheels)

(5%) (parentheses denote optionality). Table 3 presents the relative fre-

quency within which each of the three senses of with occurred in these

constructions.

Table 2. Relative frequency of each sense of with in Brian’s speech and his input

Senses Frequency

Brian (2;0–4;0) Input (2;0–2;6)

No. of tokens % No. of tokens %

Accompaniment 71 31 1742 50

Instrument 58 25 781 22

Attribute 36 16 443 13

play with 45 19 299 9

Cause 5 2 126 4

Nominal 5 2 33 1

Task 3 1 40 1

Manner 3 1 31 <1

Other 7 3 18 <1

Total 233 100 3513 100

Table 3. The relative frequency of each sense in each construction type

Construction Sense

ACC ATT INS

(NP)-V-NP-with-NP .16 .63 .61

(NP)-V-with-NP .63 n/a .17

(NP)-with-NP n/a .16 n/a

Total .79 .79 .78
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Table 3 shows that each of the three frequent senses occurs most often

in one construction: the accompaniment sense in the NP-V-with-NP con-

struction, and both attribute and instrumental with in the NP-V-NP-with-
NP construction. We refer to these as each sense’s ‘‘prototypical’’ con-

struction. Each verb within each construction type that contained verbs

was coded according to the semantic classes in Levin (1993), and then,

following Snedeker and Trueswell (2004), categorized according to the

broader semantic classes of (i) action verbs, (ii) light verbs, and (iii) psy-

chological predicates and verbs of perception. The type and token fre-

quency of each verb type in the NP-V-NP-with-NP and NP-V-with-NP

constructions are shown in Table 4.
Table 4 shows that, for the NP-V-NP-with-NP frame, type frequency

is fairly evenly distributed for the ACC and ATT senses of with. How-

ever, for the INS sense action verbs clearly recorded the highest type

frequency. With respect to token frequency, the ATT and INS senses,

which most often occur in this frame, show asymmetry of verb type. For

the ATT sense light verbs had the highest token frequency, whereas

action verbs had the highest token frequency for the INS sense. For the

ACC sense light verbs had the highest token frequency, although action
verbs had a relatively high token frequency. A chi-square test of homoge-

neity on the token frequencies for the three most frequent senses in the

NP-V-NP-with-NP construction showed a significant di¤erence between

Table 4. Type and token ratio of each semantic verb class for the frequent constructions con-

taining verbs

Construction

NP-V-NP-with-NP NP-V-with-NP

Type ratio Token ratio Type ratio Token ratio

ACC

Action .35 .29 .81 .59

Light .35 .54 .19 .41

Psych. and Per. .30 .17 0 0

ATT

Action .58 .14 n/a n/a

Light .26 .78 n/a n/a

Psych. and Per. .16 .08 n/a n/a

INS

Action .88 .82 .88 .87

Light .10 .17 .06 .10

Psych. and Per. .02 .09 .06 .03
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cell frequencies (w2 ¼ 136:94, df ¼ 4, p < :001).4 This suggests that the

di¤erences in the relative distribution of semantic classes of verbs within

this construction are beyond the variation expected due to chance.

When action verbs occurred in this construction, sense type interacted

with the aspectual features of the verb. In particular, when the INS sense

occurred in this construction with an action verb, the verb overwhelm-

ingly denoted punctual action (60/91 ¼ 66%), such as in verbs like hit,
cut, pick, and squash. Conversely, when the ACC sense occurred in this

construction with an action verb, the verb always denoted durative activ-

ity (17/17 ¼ 100%), such as in verbs like share, play, bring, and drink.

The ATT sense patterned like the INS sense, where action verbs most

often denoted punctual activity (14/22 ¼ 64%). However, when these fre-

quency were compared across the three senses they were shown to be sig-

nificantly di¤erent (w2 ¼ 27:65, df ¼ 2, p < :001). This suggests that fea-

tures of the event structure encoded by the verb provide a cue to children
when the same construction is used to express multiple senses, as it inevi-

tably will (see Appendix A).

For the NP-V-with-NP construction, action verbs were the most fre-

quent verbs in both the ACC and INS senses, both in terms of type and

token ratio. A chi-square test of homogeneity on the token frequencies

for these two senses in the NP-V-with-NP construction showed a signifi-

cant di¤erence between cell frequencies (w2 ¼ 13:29, df ¼ 2, p < :01).

This suggests that, once again, the di¤erences in the relative distribution
of verb types within this construction for each verb sense is beyond the

variation expected due to chance. Once again, when the ACC and INS

senses occurred in this construction with action verbs, the senses could

be reliably distinguished on the durative/punctual aspectual distinction,

where the ACC sense most often occurred with verbs that denoted dura-

tive activity (63/67 ¼ 94%), and the INS sense, although occurring most

often with verbs that denoted durative activity, did so less often (20/

26 ¼ 77%) (w2 ¼ 5:69, df ¼ 1, p < :02) (see Appendix B).

3.1.1. Summary of input sample. The input data shows that the lan-

guage the child hears is not as puzzling as it potentially could be. If we

exclude cases of play with, over 90% of the token of with Brian hears en-

code one of three roles: ACC, ATT, or INS. These roles can be distin-

guished on at least two dimensions: (i) the construction in which they

most often appear, and (ii) verb semantics. Therefore, there are many

clues available to the Brian in the input that could enable him to induce
the meanings of the three most frequent senses. This suggests that the in-

put relieves many potential problems the multiple senses of with could

pose for the child.
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3.2. A construction-based analysis of Brian’s use of with

The analyses of the input data suggests that the most frequent senses of

with each occur in their own prototypical construction, and that verb se-

mantics within a construction further restricts the potential interpretation

of with. We now present the developmental trajectory of Brian’s use of with

with reference to the constructions in his input and the verbs that are used

to express each sense. The emergence of each sense is discussed, followed

by a construction-based analysis of the three most frequent senses. Figure

1 presents the emergence of each sense of with in Brian’s speech.
Figure 1 shows that Brian first used the three most frequent senses of

with in the four months following his second birthday. All of these first

uses were expressed in fragments. Contrary to the predictions of the

monosemy approach, Brian did not use with to encode a wide range of

semantic roles in the few months following his first use of with. Less fre-

quent senses took much longer to emerge, some not emerging until well

over a year after his first use of the preposition.

A construction-based analysis of Brian’s uses of with is now presented.
The sample is divided into four four-month segments between 2;0–3;4,

and a final eight month sample from 3;5–4;0. Brian was considered to

use a construction-sense pair productively when he produced two or

more tokens for a given sense in that construction. Since the frequency

of with in Brian’s speech is low, we report raw frequencies rather than

percentages. The constructions Brian used in the first four months of re-

cording are shown in Table 5.

As shown in Table 5, Brian’s first uses of with consistent largely of
fragments. In this time period Brian used with 10 times to express three

Figure 1. The emergence of each sense of with in Brian’s speech
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senses: ACC, ATT, and INS. He used only three verbs in these utter-

ances: share, be, and play. He only used two more verbs in the next four

months, suggesting that his main means of using with was by producing

an isolated prepositional phrase. The restricted nature of Brian’s first

uses, combined with the fact he used very few verbs, suggests that he has

a restricted representation for with that, unlike the adult model, does not

yet distinguish between the multiple senses. Instead, we suggest that Brian
uses with to denote SPATIAL PROXIMITY. Sentences (10)–(16) list

some of Brian’s first uses.

(10) with Pooh bear (2;1.06)

(11) with jam on (2;3.25)

(12) shoes with money (2;3.30)

(13) steps with the chair (2;4.00)

(14) food there with chicken (2;4.01)

(15) with steps on (2;4.13)

(16) with peas on (2;4.20)

All these uses relate to objects in Brian’s immediate environment, and

some are di‰cult to disambiguate even with the aid of context. The no-

tion of a spatial meaning of with di¤ers from a monosemous meaning.
According to McKercher (2001), a monosemous meaning of with entails

encoding of wide range of adult semantic roles in children’s use of with-

phrases. A SPATIAL PROXIMITY meaning suggests something subtly

di¤erent: Brian’s use of with simply encodes a spatial relation between

the two NP referents in his (NP)-with-NP construction. This is a core

meaning from which he can build up a network of di¤erentiated senses,

rather than an abstracted sense based on the extraction of core features.

The distinction is that other senses are not yet available to Brian: he is
only productively using the ACC and ATT senses, which have the most

inherent spatial meanings of any sense of with. We take up this issue fur-

ther in the discussion, where we discuss the notion of spatial proximity in

relation to spatial ‘‘proto-scenes’’ discussed by Tyler and Evans (2003).

Table 6 shows the constructions used by Brian from age 2;5–2;8.

Between 2;5 and 2;8 Brian is still only using the fragment construction

on a consistent basis, and is doing so productively to mark the instrument

Table 5. Brian’s construction use from 2;0–2;4

Sense Constructions Frequency

ACC (NP)-with-NP 4

ATT (NP)-with-NP 2
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role. In this sampling period Brian only produced one prototypical instru-

mental phrase that contained a verb (17).

(17) chopping with a knife (2;5.06)

These were the kind of marked instrumental (NP)-V-with-NP construc-

tions that occurred in his input (e.g., kick with your foot, wipe with a

cloth), and which still have a definite, foregrounded spatial dimension.
Table 7 shows the constructions used by Brian from age 2;9–3;0.

Between 2;9 and 3;0 Brian begins to use with in a greater variety of

constructions. He is using both the prototypical and nonprototypical con-

structions for the ACC and INS senses, but is still only expressing ATT in

fragments. The verbs he uses when expressing the ACC and INS senses

do not overlap. When expressing the ACC role, he exclusively uses verbs

that denote continuous activity, as shown in (18)–(21). When expressing

the INS role, he uses verbs that either denote bounded action (22) or con-
tinuous activity (23)–(24).

(18) going with this (2;8.06)

(19) more like go to sleep with (2;9.29)

(20) I not need share with you (2;10.23)
(21) Dustbinman stop and have little chatter with Mummy (2;11.14)

(22) I bang it with my hammer (2;9.11)

(23) build a track with it (2;9.29)

(24) wave my train o¤ with some flags (3;00.15)

Table 6. Brian’s construction use from 2;5–2;8

Sense Constructions Frequency

ACC (NP)-with-NP 1

ATT (NP)-with-NP 4

INS (NP)-with-NP 4

play with 4

Table 7. Brian’s construction use from 2;9–3;0

Sense Constructions Frequency

ACC (NP)-with-NP 5

(NP)-V-NP-with-NP 2

(NP)-V-with-NP 2

ATT (NP)-with-NP 1

INS (NP)-V-NP-with-NP 3

(NP)-V-with-NP 2

play with 16
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Table 8 shows the constructions used by Brian from age 3;1–3;4.

Table 8 shows that after his third birthday Brian began to use with

more frequently. Furthermore, this sampling period sees the emergence

of the dominant use of the prototypical constructions identified in the in-

put sample: Brian is now using the prototypical (NP)-V-NP-with-NP con-

struction to express the ATT role, and he uses the prototypical ACC and

INS constructions most frequently when expressing these roles. Other

than play, Brian’s utterances with verbs consisted largely of light verbs
and action verbs. When action verbs occurred in the (NP)-V-NP-with-

NP and (NP)-V-with-NP construction, Brian showed signs of following

the input model. For the INS sense, four of six action verbs encoded

punctual activity (smack, start, shout, mix), whereas for the ACC sense

two of three action verbs encoded durative activity ( play, run).

Table 9 shows the constructions used by Brian from age 3;5–4;0.

Table 9 shows that Brian had largely converged on the adult construc-

tion model by 4;0, at which time he is using with to encode a variety of
semantic roles, albeit still infrequently. He is using the prototypical con-

structions most often to express the ACC and INS roles, and although

he is using the prototypical ATT construction, he is still most often using

fragments to express modification. When action verbs occurred in the

(NP)-V-NP-with-NP and (NP)-V-with-NP construction, Brian showed

further signs of following the durative/punctual aspectual distinction

used to express the INS and ACC senses in the input. For the INS sense,

six of ten action verbs encoded punctual activity (shoot, hit, scrape, slice,
grab, and shoo), whereas for the ACC sense six of eight action verbs en-

coded durative activity ( play, walk, bring, cry, run, share).

3.2.1. Brian’s nonstandard uses of with. Nonstandard uses of language

provide a unique insight into children’s linguistic representations; they

Table 8. Brian’s construction use from 3;1–3;4

Sense Constructions Frequency

ACC (NP)-V-with-NP 11

(NP)-with-NP 3

(NP)-V-NP-with-NP 0

ATT (NP)-with-NP 3

(NP)-V-NP-with-NP 2

INS (NP)-V-NP-with-NP 7

(NP)-V-with-NP 5

(NP)-with-NP 2

TAS get on with NP 3

play with 14
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provide clear evidence that the child is abstracting over the input. Al-

though seemingly transient, such overgeneralization errors tend to occur

after a period of correct usage, which suggests reorganization of the

linguistic system. For instance, Bowerman (1982) reported some of her

daughter’s verb argument structure overgeneralizations (e.g., Don’t

giggle me), which suggested an overgeneralized transitive construction.
McKercher (2001) reported on three types of nonstandard uses of with

from children in the CHILDES corpus: (i) when children put with before

the complement of the verb (25), (ii) when children used with to mark the

theme (26), and (iii) when with was used in place of a locative (27).

(25) Water is a thing that you drink with and fish swim in
(Ross: 4;4.18)

(26) Now read Mommy with another story, then you go sleep

(Nina: 2;3.18, pretending to read stories to her mother)

(27) I can reach with the ceiling

(Adam: 3;3.4, reaching toward\the ceiling with a measuring stick)

McKercher (2001) suggests that only the monosemy approach predicts
that children will make over generalization errors using with. However,

it is unlikely that any account of acquisition would deny the existence of

generalization; even the most ardent lexicalists import mechanisms into

their theories that attempt to explain overgeneralizations (e.g., Brooks

and Tomasello 1999; Tomasello 2003). A better way to frame the ques-

tion is to ask at what point in acquisition the multiple meanings and

monosemy approaches would predict overgeneralizations. The monosemy

approach, which postulates an active learner who induces an abstract

Table 9. Brian’s construction use from 3;5–4;0

Sense Constructions Frequency

ACC (NP)-V-with-NP 12

(NP)-V-NP-with-NP 9

(NP)-V-loc-with-NP 7

(NP)-with-NP 2

ATT (NP)-with-NP 16

(NP)-V-NP-with-NP 5

INS (NP)-V-NP-with-NP 19

(NP)-V-with-NP 3

(NP)-with-NP 2

TAS get on with NP 0

MAN NP-V-with-NP-X 3

NOM What’s X with NP? 4

play with 11
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sense early in acquisition, presumably predicts overgeneralizations from

the beginning. On the other hand, the multiple meanings approach would

predict overgeneralizations to occur sometime following a period of con-

servative correct usage.

Brian produced a number of overgeneralization errors that go some

way to deciding between these two hypotheses. Brian’s first errors were

when, following his third birthday, he used with to mark a location.
He continued to produce these throughout his fourth year, as shown in

(28)–(33).5

(28) I’m just saving them with my bus tin (3;1.15)

(Means ‘in my bus tin’)
(29) That man with the spaceship (3;1.16)

(Means ‘in/from the spaceship’)

(30) I’m going to got you with your stomach (3;2.5)

(Means ‘in your stomach’)

(31) I’m going with my Wellington boots (3;3.06)

(Means ‘in my Wellington boots’)

(32) We saw a wheel oil tanker with a big boat (3;4.01)

(Means ‘in a big boat’)
(33) Mummy, something happened with my tummy (3;5.03)

(Means ‘to my tummy’)

The locative-with error was the first error to occur, and was by far the
most frequent error type (six in total). Brian produced four other non-

standard uses after 3;0, one that marked a theme (34), another where

with was placed before the complement of the verb (35), another that

seems to be an analogy from the English resultative construction (36)

(e.g., He’s banging it flat), and another which is a nonstandard expression

of the instrumental (37), which appears to be an extension of preposi-

tional stranding that is used in marked uses of the INS sense (e.g., A knife

is used for cutting with).

(34) saw thirty legs with spiders (4;5.04)

(35) come on Mum make with these xxx (4;11.20)

(36) He’s banging it with holes (3;2.11)

(Means ‘making holes in X by banging’ OR ‘banging holes in it’)
(37) No, it need to get people better with (3;6.01)

(Means ‘A fire-engine is needed to make people better’)

Brian’s nonstandard uses provide a particularly rich data set from which
hypotheses about his representation of with can be considered. The errors

occurred during a period in which he was expanding his uses of with, both

in terms of the senses he was encoding and the range of constructions he
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was using with in. His first errors were when he substituted with for a lo-

cative preposition, most often the spatial locative in. We suggest that this

provides support for our suggestion that Brian’s initial representation for

with related to spatial proximity. Brian did not produce the other two er-

ror types described by McKercher (2001) until over a year after he began

producing with-locative errors. The status of these subsequent nonlocative

error types is di‰cult to ascertain. Two (36) and (37) appear to be exten-
sions from attested adult constructions; (35) is potentially the result of ob-

ject ellipsis that, although ungrammatical in English, would be supported

by the referential context. Sentence (34), where Brian uses with to mark a

theme, was observed and discussed at length by McKercher. He observed

this error in both children’s spontaneous productions and elicited them in

a production task, but only when children placed themes before instru-

mental with. He explained this error type by suggesting that children use

with to mark things participants have in their possession, and took this as
support for the monosemy approach. We argue that such an error can

be equally explained by suggesting children are over applying a spatial

sense of with that does not require a monosemous representation of the

preposition.

The analysis of Brian’s overgeneralization errors shows that he makes

errors following a year-long period of correct usage, supporting an ac-

count of acquisition in which, at the very least, the initial representation

of with is not highly abstract. Instead, it is more consistent with an
approach where either (a) multiple senses are learned independently and

links are made between the two, or (b) extensions are made from an ini-

tial prototype. It would appear that the present data are consistent with

(b): We have argued that Brian’s initial representation of with was related

to spatial proximity, and that he expanded his knowledge of the individ-

ual senses on the basis of the constructions and verb types with which

with co-occurred. In the process of acquiring less common senses of with

Brian’s representation for the preposition is likely to be in flux, thus
resulting in overgeneralizations. An unexpected result is that Brian was

still making errors at the end of recording (4;11.20). One potential expla-

nation for this result is that he is still mastering the multiple senses of

with, and that reorganization of the system of senses continues well into

development.

4. Discussion

The present article considered two hypotheses regarding the manner in

which children learn the multiple senses of the English preposition with.
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Two competing accounts, as outlined by McKercher (2001), were tested

using densely sampled corpora of one child’s interactions with his mother.

The results did not entirely support either the monosemy or multiple

meanings approach to the acquisition of with. Instead, we have argued

that our subject applied an initial meaning to with that encoded the

spatial properties of the preposition — proximity (or co-location). We

argued, on the basis of a fine-grained, developmental analysis of the con-
structions he used with in, the verbs that co-occurred in these construc-

tions, and overgeneralization errors, that this was a one-to-one form-

meaning mapping that was only later elaborated to represent other senses.

We now reconsider the monosemy and multiple meanings approaches, and

provide an alternative explanation in light of the current results.

We found little evidence in our data to support the monosemy

approach. Recall that this hypothesis predicts that children will encode a

range of uses of with soon after the preposition begins to be used. Brian
used only the four senses of with during the first year following his first

recorded use. Three of these were the highest frequency senses in the in-

put, and the fourth, the causal role, appeared only once toward the end

of the third year.

Although the multiple meanings approach predicts one-to-one form-

meaning correspondences, it predicts that separate form-meaning pairings

will be set up for individual senses. The analyses of the input data suggest

that, at least for the three most frequent senses, there were many cues
available to Brian that could enable him to make di¤erent lexical entries

for these senses. However, Brian’s initial use of these three senses ap-

peared to be subsumed by the spatial proximity schema, which is not pre-

dicted by the multiple meanings approach.

On the basis of the results we suggest that Brian initially extracted a

core feature of with and continued to use it in this manner for some time

before extending the preposition’s meaning. Unlike a Monosemous mean-

ing, this core meaning was restricted in usage. An initial one-to-one form-
meaning mapping is consistent with what is known about children’s early

word learning. Although certainly not a hard and fast rule of acquisition,

children avoid applying multiple meanings to a single phonological form.

For instance, Clark (1993) argues for the principle of lexical contrast,

which states that children expect each form to have a di¤erent meaning.

It is not unreasonable to suggest that children initially assume an ambig-

uous form has only one meaning. What are the conditions that could lead

a child to induce a basic sense of a preposition?
In their discussion of the spatial properties of English prepositions,

Tyler and Evans (2003: 50) introduce the notion of a ‘‘proto-scene’’:

‘‘an abstract representation of a recurring real-world spatio-physical
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configuration mediated by human conceptual processing.’’ Prepositions

(or spatial particles) are said to mediate between elements in the scene.

Take, for instance, sentence (38).

(38) The infant is in the playpen.

According to Tyler and Evans, the preposition in designates a relation in

which the infant (the trajectory) is enclosed by the playpen (the landmark).
Thus containment relations denote the proto-scene for in. On the basis of

Brian’s data, we suggest that the proto-scene for with denotes spatial

proximity or co-location. Therefore, to induce a basic sense Brain would

have to notice the contingency between the use of with and the relation-

ship between the entities in the proto-scene. Given the nature of young

children’s early lives, this suggestion has some import. Adult-child inter-

action is intimately tied to the ‘‘here-and-now’’ (Snow 1977). Thus the sit-

uations in which children will hear the most spatially encoded senses of
with are consistently provided by the language learning context.

The child who learns an initial one-to-one form-function mapping for

with must eventually elaborate this restricted meaning. The analyses pre-

sented here suggest that there are a number of cues provided by the input

that enables children to both di¤erentiate and subsequently use di¤erent

senses. In particular, the construction-type, the semantic category of verb,

and features of the event structure encoded by the verb provide the child

with multiple cues from which to deduce the three most frequent senses of
with. The combination of these cues could relieve many of the potential

problems the ambiguity of with poses to the child. No individual cue is

perfect, but their use in combination suggests that the di¤erent senses of

with could be carved out over time on the basis of usage patterns. That is,

senses become conventionalized in linguistic contexts in the process of ac-

quiring more language — the tools that enable the child to navigate over

semantic space. If sense meanings are carved out on the basis of usage

patterns, then di¤erent senses will overlap (or be closely related) to the ex-
tent that their contextual representations are similar (see Schütze 2000).

This approach argues for polysemous rather than monosemous treatment

of with, since di¤erent senses will be su‰ciently distinguished by the envi-

ronment they inhabit to warrant representation in their own right.

4.1. The polysemy of with: a dynamic constraints approach

It is often stated in linguistics that natural languages avoid ambiguity to

maximize communicative potential. However, this is simply not the case

— ambiguity abounds. As a first approximation, polysemy aids economy
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of storage, but the psycholinguistic motivations may go beyond storage.

Polysemous items ground construal in a conceptual region from which a

given sense can be derived from sentential, discourse, and extralinguistic

context: although the meaning of a polysemous word may be ambiguous

in isolation, it is rarely ambiguous in context. It is in this sense that poly-

semy in fact maximizes the communicative potential of individual lexical

items by extracting maximum usage from a single phonological form.
Rather than being a design fault in the system, we suggest it is a design

feature that gains its power from the considerably powerful ability of the

human language faculty to perform rapid componential analysis of in-

coming language.

Work in psycholinguistic studies of sentence processing in both chil-

dren and adults support this suggestion. For instance, Kidd (2003) has

shown that children as young as five years pursue di¤erent interpretations

of with in sentences containing ambiguity of PP-attachment, depending
on the semantics of the verb. Children were presented with sentences such

as (39) and (40).

(39) The girl hit the boy with the book.

(40) The lady listened to the man with the hearing aid.

Sentence (39) contains an action verb, whereas (40) contains a verb of

perception. Kidd showed that even the youngest children pursued di¤er-

ent interpretations for these sentences based on the semantics of the verb.
When the test sentences contained action verbs the children most often

applied an instrumental analysis to the ambiguous with-phrase, whereas

when the test sentences contained verbs of perception the children most

often applied an attribute analysis. The results were argued to derive

from the fact that the semantic properties of the verbs result in comple-

mentary distribution of the INS and ATT senses: actions often require in-

struments whereas perceptual events, by and large, do not. This asymme-

try is reflected in children’s input (see also Snedeker and Trueswell 2004).
This result was consistent with adult psycholinguistic research reported by

Spivey-Knowlton and Sedivy (1995). Furthermore, such e¤ects stretch be-

yond the construal of polysemous prepositions: Hare et al. (2003, 2004)

report on corpora and experimental studies showing that di¤erent senses

of polysemous verbs correlate highly with di¤erent argument structure

probabilities, and that sentential contexts that bias one sense construal

over another e¤ectively prime argument structure preference in sentences

that contain temporary direct object/sentential complement ambiguity.
A dynamically construed approach to lexical representation is con-

sistent with a number of accounts of lexical meaning. Rumelhart (1979)

has suggested that words do not have meaning; rather, they are cues to
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meaning. Similarly, Cruse (1994, 2000) has argued for fluidity in semantic

structure, suggesting that sense units are computed ‘‘online’’ at the mo-

ment of use. Instead of bounded semantic structure, Croft and Cruse

(2004) suggest that lexical items possess ‘‘purport’’: raw semantic material

contributed by the word to the process of construal. Finally, Elman (2004)

has suggested that lexical items act directly on mental states: lexical items

act as sign posts to construal through semantic space.
Work by Sandra and Rice (1995) and Tyler and Evans (2001, 2003)

suggests that, although speakers do not make fine-grained distinctions

that concur with linguists intuitions (which result in elaborate networks

of senses — e.g., Lako¤ 1987), they do encode prominent abstract prop-

erties of prepositions. The required work for with is yet to done, but we

can o¤er one property that we suggest will feature in the mind of the

speaker — proximity. Further to this, we argue that it is di‰cult to sepa-

rate senses from their linguistic environment, such that senses are associ-
ated with their defining contextual information. Only when such informa-

tion is considered can a full account of polysemy be given.

As stated earlier, since we have presented production data we can only

indirectly infer the content of Brian’s representations. Furthermore, it is

important to note that we have presented data from only one mother-

child dyad. It is therefore possible that our results do not generalize to

all children, since di¤erences in learning styles and input will certainly af-

fect acquisition. Future research is needed to test the conclusions drawn
from this article. To corroborate our arguments experimental evidence

from young children is needed, potentially using high resolution tech-

niques such as preferential looking and eye-tracking. The results from the

present study provide a number of predictions that could be easily tested

using these techniques. Furthermore, our analyses could be applied to

adult corpora, from which hypotheses could be formulated to test repre-

sentation in the adult state.

5. Conclusion

In this article we used densely collected data from one child and his

mother to test two competing predictions regarding the manner in which

children acquire the multiple senses of the polysemous English preposi-

tion with. We argued that our data supported neither approach, and in-

stead that the data is explained by a combination of early lexical learning
principles and dynamic approaches to lexical representation. A dynamic

constraints approach to polysemy suggests that meaning is derived from

the confluence of cues available in the speech stream. Following this
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approach, we suggested that our subject acquired the multiple senses of

with through the categorization of usage patterns in his input language,

both at the construction and lexical level.
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Appendix A

Note: The verbs in the input were coded according to the semantics of the event

they encoded. Three broad classes were identified: (i) verbs denoting physical ac-

tions and activities, (ii) light verbs, and (iii) psychological predicates and verbs of

perception. The information in brackets in the ‘Semantics’ column denotes the

verb class as listed in Levin (1993). The analyses reported for the aspectual fea-

tures of the verb compare action versus activity verbs (block letters), where action

verbs encode instantaneous punctual events, and activity verbs encode continuous

durative events. These correspond roughly to the distinction between semelfactive

and activity situation types drawn by Smith (1991).

Table A. Semantic coding of verbs for input sample: NP-V-NP-with-NP construction where

with encodes ACC

ACC Semantics

bring 2 ACTIVITY (sending and carrying)

copula be 5 LIGHT

do 1 LIGHT

drink 1 ACTIVITY (ingestion)

finish 1 ACTIVITY (aspectual: begin verbs)

get 3 LIGHT (obtaining)

have 13 LIGHT (containment)

leave 1 ACTIVITY

like 2 PSYCH (admiration)

look at 3 PSYCH (perception)

make 1 LIGHT (build/creation/transformation)

play 1 ACTIVITY (social interaction)

put 6 LIGHT (putting verbs)

see 2 PSYCH (perception)

share 9 ACTIVITY (social interaction)

sort out 1 ACTIVITY

take 3 LIGHT (sending/carrying)

watch 2 PSYCH (sight/perception)

wear 1 ACTIVITY (grooming and bodily care: dressing)

would like 1 PSYCH (desire/obtaining)

Total 59
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Table B. Semantic coding of verbs for input sample: NP-V-NP-with-NP construction where

with encodes ATT

ATT Semantics

buy 1 ACTIVITY (obtaining: get verbs)

copula be 91 LIGHT

crush 1 ACTION (change of state: break verbs)

draw 1 ACTIVITY (image creation)

eat 1 ACTIVITY (ingestion)

find 2 ACTIVITY (change of possession: obtaining: get verbs)

get 11 LIGHT

have 15 LIGHT

hit 1 ACTION (contact by impact)

imitate 1 ACTIVITY

keep 1 ACTION (hold and keep verbs)

like 3 PSYCH (admire verbs)

look 3 PSYCH (perception)

looks like 1 PSYCH (perception)

make 1 LIGHT

need 2 LIGHT

pick up 2 ACTION (change of possession: obtaining: get verbs)

point out 1 ACTION (verbs involving body: gesture: wink verbs)

pop 1 ACTION (change of state: other)

remember 1 PSYCH (predicative comp verbs: characterize verbs)

see 5 PSYCH (perception: see verbs)

sell 1 ACTION (change of possession: give verbs)

sent 1 ACTION (sending and carrying: send verbs)

show 1 ACTION (communication: transfer of message)

stack 1 ACTION (putting: spray/load verbs)

stick 1 ACTION (combining and attaching: shake verbs)

tip 2 ACTION (throwing verbs)

want 1 LIGHT

want 1 LIGHT

wear 2 ACTIVITY (grooming and bodily care: dressing verbs)

Total 157

Table C. Semantic coding of verbs for input sample: NP-V-NP-with-NP construction where

with encodes INS

INS Semantics

bang 1 ACTION (contact by impact)

brush 4 ACTION (wipe verbs: instrument subclass)

catch 7 ACTION (verb of obtaining)

change 1 ACTION (verbs of change of possession: exchange)

chase 1 ACTIVITY (assuming a position)

cover 2 ACTION (existence/contiguous location)

crunch 1 ACTION (sound emission/ingestion)

cut 7 ACTION (verbs of cutting)
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Table C (Continued)

INS Semantics

cut down 1 ACTION (verbs of cutting)

decorate 2 ACTIVITY (image creation)

do 10 LIGHT

draw 2 ACTIVITY (image creation)

dry 3 ACTIVITY (alternating change of state)

dust 1 ACTIVITY (wipe: manner subclass)

eat 1 ACTIVITY (ingestion)

fill 8 ACTIVITY (change of state)

get 1 LIGHT

give 1 LIGHT (transfer)

hit 4 ACTION (contact by impact)

hold 1 ACTIVITY (hold verbs)

hook 1 ACTION (combining and attaching: tape verbs)

kick 1 ACTION (contact by impact)

lock 1 ACTION (combining and attaching: tape verbs)

look 1 PSYCH (perception)

make 6 LIGHT (build/creation/transformation)

mix 2 ACTIVITY (creation and transformation: preparing verbs)

paint 1 ACTIVITY (image creation: scribble verbs)

peel 2 ACTIVITY (removing: pit verbs)

pick 3 ACTION (change of possession: get verbs)

poke 1 ACTION (poke verbs)

pull 1 ACTION (exerting force: push/pull verbs)

push 1 ACTION (exerting force: push/pull verbs)

rinse 1 ACTIVITY (removing/wipe verbs/manner subclass)

roll 1 ACTION

run 2 ACTIVITY (manner of motion)

run over 1 ACTION (contact by impact)

slice 2 ACTION (contact by impact)

splash 1 ACTION (emission: sound emission)

squash 1 ACTION (contact by impact)

stir 1 ACTIVITY (existence: modes of being involving ACTION)

take 1 LIGHT (sending and carrying: take and bring verbs)

tidy 2 ACTIVITY

touch 1 ACTION (contact)

walk 1 ACTIVITY (motion: run verbs)

wash water 1 ACTIVITY (grooming and bodily care: preparing verbs)

water 4 ACTION (verbs of putting: butter verbs)

wet 1 ACTION

wind 1 ACTION (creation and transformation: knead verbs)

wipe 9 ACTION (removing: wipe verbs)

Total 111
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Appendix B

Table D. Semantic coding of verbs for input sample: NP-V-with-NP construction where with

encodes ACC

ACC Semantics

come 18 LIGHT

copula be 6 LIGHT

count 2 ACTIVITY (categorize verbs)

do 5 LIGHT

drive 1 ACTIVITY (sending and carrying: drive verbs)

drive o¤ 1 ACTION (verbs of motion using a vehicle)

fight 3 ACTIVITY (social interaction: fight)

go 16 LIGHT

have 2 LIGHT

joke 1 ACTIVITY (social interaction: correspond verbs)

jump 2 ACTION (change of state: calibratable change verbs)

lie 1 ACTIVITY (verbs of existence: spatial configuration verbs)

live 1 ACTIVITY (verbs of existence)

play 19 ACTIVITY (social interaction: meet verbs)

run 2 ACTIVITY (manner of motion)

sit 13 ACTIVITY (putting: spatial configuration verbs)

sleep 5 ACTIVITY (involving body: snooze verbs)

stay 11 ACTIVITY (lodge verbs)

talk 1 ACTIVITY (communication: talk verbs)

walk 2 ACTIVITY (motion/manner/run verbs)

water 1 ACTION (verbs of putting: butter verbs)

Total 113

Table E. Semantic coding of verbs for input sample: NP-V-with-NP construction where with

encodes INS

INS Semantics

(could) do 3 LIGHT (desire: want verbs)

begin 1 ACTIVITY (aspectual: begin verbs)

brush 1 ACTION (wipe verbs: instrument subclass)

draw 1 ACTIVITY (image creation)

drink 2 ACTIVITY (ingestion)

fall out 1 ACTIVITY (social interaction)

fill up 2 ACTIVITY (change of state)

finish 8 ACTIVITY (aspectual) (begin verbs)

fish 1 ACTIVITY (searching: hunt verbs)

help 1 ACTIVITY

listen 1 PSYCH (perception)

mix 1 ACTIVITY (creation and transformation: preparing verbs)

pay 1 ACTION (change of possession: give verbs)

press down 1 ACTION (exerting force: push/pull verbs)

wash 2 ACTIVITY (grooming and bodily care: preparing verbs)

wipe 3 ACTION (removing: wipe verbs)

Total 30
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Notes

* This research was supported by a postdoctoral fellowship from the Max Planck Institute

for Evolutionary Anthropology to the first author. Portions of this research have been

presented at the British Child Language Seminar at Bristol, July 2004, and at the 29th

Annual Boston University Conference on Language Development. We would like to

thank Brian and his mother for being so generous with their time, the team of research

assistants who collected and transcribed the data, and Kirsten Abbot-Smith, Franklin

Chang, Elena Lieven, and an anonymous reviewer for helpful comments. Correspon-

dence address: Evan Kidd, Max Planck Child Study Centre, School of Psychological

Science, University of Manchester, Oxford Rd M13 9PL, Manchester, United King-

dom. E-mail: evan.j.kidd@manchester.ac.uk.

1. Some further qualification on the nature of these predictions is needed. Both the multi-

ple meanings approach and the monosemy approach are hypotheses about children’s

initial representation(s) of with, and usage is an indirect function of representation. It is

entirely possible that a child could learn di¤erent senses of with via the multiple mean-

ings approach, and still use di¤erent senses at similar time points in development. We

will return to this issue in the discussion.

2. Age notations follow the standard for the discipline: years-months-days.

3. Somewhat paradoxically, McKercher also presents a Chi-square analysis which shows a

significant di¤erence between the children and adults, and on the basis of this argued

that the children’s uses are not correlated with their input. However, the children only

di¤ered substantially from the adults in their use of one sense: Reference (e.g., Rufus is

unpopular with his peers), which is arguably an adult, idiomatic usage. When this sense is

removed from the analysis the result is not significant (w2 ¼ 8:13, df ¼ 5, p > :10).

4. Analyses were conducted on token frequencies only, since an analysis of type frequency

on the broad semantic classes would not be informative.

5. The transcribers for the corpus were trained to identify Brian’s nonstandard uses, and

marked them in the transcripts. Thus, although some of his nonstandard uses of with

sound acceptable in isolation, we can be sure that each constitutes a nonstandard use

of the preposition.
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